
     Can I sell my crib? 
Due to changes in the law, it is now illegal to sell, give-away or use most cribs. If you would like to sell your crib with Indy 

Kids Sale, we require this form to be completed for EACH crib that is being sold. Cribs are a “high demand” item and sell 

very well. It is in your best interests to follow the steps below to determine if your crib can be sold instead of assuming it 

cannot be. If your crib is legal, there are lots of moms that would love to purchase it. Certificate’s of Compliance can be 

obtained by contacting the retailer and/or manufacturer. Please complete this form and bring it with you to drop-off. 

Give it to the Sale Assistant that checks you in before unloading. Thank you!  

1. 
 

Was the crib manufactured on or after June 28, 
2011? 

Yes (continue to 4) No (continue) 

2. 
 

Was the crib manufactured between July 23, 2010 
and June 28, 2011? 

Yes (continue to 2b) No (continue to 3) 

2.b. 
 

Do you have a Certificate of Compliance from the crib 
manufacturer or the original crib retailer? 

Yes (attach copy and 
continue to 4) 

No (return to 1-2b then 
continue) 

3. 
 

Was the crib manufactured before July 23, 2010?  Yes (legally you are to 
destroy the crib) 

No (return to 1-2b then 
continue) 

4. 
 

Is the date of manufacture on the crib? Yes (continue) No (legally you are to destroy 
the crib) 

5. 
 

Has the crib been recalled? Yes (continue to 5b) No (continue to 6) 

5.b. 
 

Has the manufacturer’s recall fix been applied to this 
crib?  

Yes (continue) No (acquire the fix or legally 
you are to destroy the crib) 

6. 
 

Do you have a copy of the manufacturer’s 
instructions 

Yes (continue) No (obtain if possible; 
continue) 

7. 
 

Does the crib have all of its original parts? Yes (continue) No (obtain all parts or 
destroy) 

8. 
 

Do you know the history of the crib? Yes (You can sell/use 
it!) 

No (destroy) 

 
Consignor Name: __________________________________Number:____________  Cell: _________________________ 

Consignor Address: _________________________________________________________________________________  

Manufacturer: ___________________________________________ Date on Crib: ______________________________  

Model Number: __________________________________________ Serial Number: ____________________________   

To sell your crib with Indy Kids Sale, please sign and date the following: 

I certify that I, ________________________________ am the owner of the crib that is being sold at Indy Kids Sale. I 

verify the crib was not manufactured prior to July 23, 2010. In addition, I have attached an original copy of the 

Manufacturer or Retailer’s Certificate of Compliance if the crib was manufactured between July 23, 2010 and June 28, 

2011. I also verify that the original manufacture date is visible on the crib and that this crib is not under any unfixed 

recalls.  

______________________________________________                             ___________________ __________________   

Signature         Date 


